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Nicole Robitaille 

 “Everyone's Replaceable” :  

Teaching Children to be Working Individuals in Dance Moms 

 Dance Moms is a reality television show that follows a Junior Elite dance team, their mothers, and their 

teacher as they compete in competitions around the United States. Their dance teacher, Abby Lee Miller, and the 

mothers of the 9-13 year old girls prepare the dancers for their careers in show business. They do this by not only 

booking auditions to music videos and television shows, but by teaching them the ways to be a working individual, 

with an emphasis on flexibility, hard work, and dedication.  

 One of Abby Lee Miller's main goals for the girls she's training on the show is to have them work 

professionally. In the season one recap in “Everyone's Replaceable”,  Abby Lee Miller says she produces “amazing, 

employable dancers”, priding herself on being able to prepare her dancers for professional careers. One way she 

prepares the dancers for working professionally is by teaching them how to be adaptable in their dance skills as well 

as work under time constraints that other young dancers in their positions would not need to work under. For 

example, due to the way the show is structured, they have four days to learn multiple dances for a competition that 

normally would have dancers who have trained for at least a month. She teaches them a variety of dances in a short 

amount of time, knowing that they will have the same type of time constraint when auditioning in a professional 

setting. By teaching them to be adaptable in their skills, Miller reflects the wants of the labour market to have 

flexible workers (Hasinoff 336).  

 For the dancers that are unable meet Miller's requirements for a flexible, hardworking individual, she 

emphasizes throughout the series that “everyone's replaceable” (“Nia Risks It All”; “Everyone's Replaceable”). This 

is not only said but shown as guest dancers come in to replace other dancers on the show, either temporarily or 

permanently. In “Everyone's Replaceable”, auditions are held to replace a dancer that was kicked off the team and 

throughout season four, Miller holds open call auditions to find new dancers. In a confessional, she's seen asking 

“Do these moms realize that their kids might be replaced?” (“Big Trouble in the Big Apple”). In the same episode, 

she proposes the making of a dance team that will compete against her junior elite team, which was later revealed to 

have only been built to make the original team work harder (“Hollywood Here We Come Part 2”). This is similar to 

the experiences of The Biggest Loser contestant Kai Hibbard in that individuals are made to work harder to ensure 

they won't be replaced by the many others who wouldn't be as “ungrateful”. Miller is training her dancers to be 
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working individuals that are aware that they are dispensible and are willing to work harder to keep their position.  

 Miller also emphasizes the adaptability of race by giving Nia, the only racialized member of the team, 

many “ethnic” dances to learn. These routines include Latin, Indian and African dances. Her mother, Holly, has a 

particular issue with it and brings up the pattern of “ethnic” dances after Miller teaches her a routine around a 

character called “Laquifa” (“She is a Fighter”). The character of “Laquifa” is a “sista with an attitude”, reflecting the 

trope of the strong, black woman, complete with a cheeta print outfit and an afro (Boylorn 425). This trope is 

resisted and rejected by many Black middle class women (425), and this rejection is shown by Holly, who fits into 

those three categories. She believes the routine is a stereotypical representation of her race and says that it “is not 

who I am, and that it is not who Nia is” (“She is a Fighter”).  Miller defends the routine by saying “Nia is African 

American, and I'm trying to teach her different ethnic dances and I'm trying to train her so that when she is in New 

York or L.A., and the casting call says ethnic, she can do all of the dances correctly”. She goes on to explain how 

Nia has an advantage over the other (White) girls in that she can play many different ethnicities, and her job is to 

capitalize on those opportunities. In this way, Nia's race is prized for its potential market appeal, and her flexibility 

on being able to take on any “ethnic” role is tested (Hasinoff 335,337). However, when a piece of culture is shown 

outside of the “ethnic” dances, Miller does not find it suitable. In the episode, “Guess Who's Back?” Miller 

disapproves of Nia wearing her hair in braids to dance practice, and Holly defends Nia's braids by saying they are a 

part of her heritage. In the same episode, Nia is given a routine that is a sequel to “Laquifa”, which has her 

performing as the same character. While Miller is ready to allow Nia to perform a superficial understanding of Black 

identity, she does so without wanting to see aspects of her racial identity beyond the stage. Nia's braids might be 

seen as “too specifically ethnic” and therefore harder to sell her to casting agents as an ethnically flexible worker 

(Sender 139). Like Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, Nia learns to adopt other ethnicities with a simple costume 

change while simultaneously having to reject pieces of her own culture.   

 Abby Lee Miller also expects the dancers' mothers to help their children become working individuals by 

dedicating their time and money to their dance careers. There appears to be the privileging of mothers who do not 

have to work themselves but are able to still pay Miller each month. The dance moms must have free time in order 

to stay at the dance studio from 4:30 – 9:30 pm every weekday, help make the costumes for the performances, as 

well as travel with the team on the weekends to competitions. For mothers who are already the type of working 

individuals Miller wants her dancers to be, this free time may not be available. In the episode “Everyone's 
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Replaceable” Holly, who works as a principle and at this time working towards her doctorate, is reprimanded by 

Miller for missing her child's dance class. Holly points out that the “moms who don't have to work have a more 

flexible schedule” and that they are able to have more time to focus on their child's dance career. Later in the season, 

Holly reveals that she is going to take a leave of absence from her job so that she can focus on Nia and her dance 

career. This is similar to many of the mothers in Swanson's study of soccer moms who had “either quit their job or 

cut back on hours to dedicate themselves to caring for their children. . .The mothers' focus was on the commitment it 

took to play the role of a mother of a youth soccer player” (350). Miller requires the same flexibility and 

commitment she expects from her dancers as from their mothers. However, this commitment and flexibility is only 

available to mothers who have a “high level of economic capital and [a] distinct distance from necessity” (351) and 

is a privileging of those who are able to put the development of their child's career over their own.  As the children 

learn to become working individuals, there is no emphasis on the mothers to do the same because they are affluent 

and therefore already successful. 

  The dance moms repeatedly argue on the show that Miller tends to favour those dancers who fit her criteria 

for a hard working individual and rewards those dancers with a much wanted dance solo or even a career 

opportunity. Each week, Miller ranks her dancers in a pyramid, placing the dancer she thinks is deserving on the top. 

The dancer Maddie is usually on the top, is constantly mentioned on the show as being Miller's favourite dancer, and 

is shown being given the most dance and career opportunities. Miller compares her to the other dancers and uses the 

reasoning of her strong work ethic to praise her as the “can-do girl” each of the other dances must aspire to be. 

When a child goes on a field trip (“Worst Birthday Party Ever!”) or wants to go to a football game (“Everyone's 

Replaceable”) they are called lazy by Miller who wants them to only focus on dance like her “can-do girl”. The 

other dancers' mothers challenge this notion of the “can-do girl” by attributing the success and failures of each 

dancer to reasons beyond hard work. One of the reasons the mothers give that can help or hurt the success of the 

kids is that Miller puts more time and attention into some dance routines over others. Although Miller blames the 

kids for their losses, the mothers argue that she should take some responsibility in that she was absent when they 

were learning the dance and could not help them improve. 

 Miller's thoughts of attributing success to personal work also extends to professional opportunities. In 

“Abby Got Served”, while getting professional photos taken of the dancers, she mentions that only three of them 

will be able to book jobs, and gives these girls critiques and ample time to get good photos taken. She then leaves 
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before the last girl takes her photos, blaming her lack of time on the girl not being prepared. It's understood that “she 

can make or break you”, yet she does not acknowledge her influence over the success of others. Like Judge Judy, 

Miller believes the choices and commitments of the individual spells out their success and overlooks the affects of 

her own choices as a person in a position of power (Oullette 246). For example, in “Nia Risks it All” Miller finds 

out that Holly pursued a working opportunity for Nia without her knowledge and promptly kicks Nia out of the 

routine because her mother had “gone behind [her] back”. In the next episode, “Wild Wild West Coast Part 1”, 

however, she pulls them out of the job opportunity she had found for them because it was not to her liking. Despite 

this, some mothers choose to stay and have their daughters finish the job.  By taking away any opportunities that 

they could have gotten on their own, it limits their opportunities for success.  

 Miller also teaches the dancers how to be self-governing individuals by using shame as  

a motivator. Similar to the contestants on Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, Miller uses shame not only to get her 

dancers to change their behaviour but to “recalibrate their selves according to new rules of subject hood” (Sender 

143). The dancers then need to “learn to internalize the monitoring gaze to reduce the risk of further shame” (143). 

When the dancers do not show themselves to be proper working individuals; whether that be looking too ethnic or 

appearing lazy, she uses the approach of “tough love” to get them to change their ways. Many times the dancers cry 

on the show, and almost every time Miller is ready with one of her catchphrases, “Save your tears for the pillow”. In 

stressful situations, it's not surprising that the dancers, as children, cry. What Miller seems to be teaching them as 

working individuals is that there is a time a place for their tears, and that they should greet each adverse condition 

they face with a smile. Their tears are a sign of childhood, and they should ultimately learn to change this behaviour 

in order to “grow up” and prepare themselves as working individuals. 

 Although Miller adheres to neoliberal views about being a working individual, these views are challenged 

by the mothers. However, Miller is not solely to blame, as she is only following the wants of the dance business. She 

understands who they would accept as employable and teaches her dancers a variety of dance skills as well as skills 

to appear as a hard worker. Miller is only a reflection of the larger system that requires flexible, self-governing 

individuals, and she takes advantage of her knowledge of this system to teach children how to become independent, 

working adults.  
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